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Woo! I'm greenish and wearing nearly nothing! What I'm holding is really 

something! How many are there? -ARISTOTLE 

 

Soldiers! I see you standing behind my horse, in your red and green. Some of you 

have spears, like mine. Raise them, I can only see the tips! You, with the sword - 

count the spears! And don't forget mine! -AGAMEMNON 

 

Nice! This red background is so awesome! Perfect to set off wooden noggins! 

Look how many of us fit in here! -MUSSOLINI 

 

Oh, it looks like I'm trapped in a bubble held by little angels. Everyone and 

everything is all green here. There are a number of people next to me, both sides, 

but they aren't helping me. -ELIZABETH 

 

It is so lovely to fly by and see the mother and child, against a backdrop of a blue 

night sky spangled with stars. And such a quantity of beautiful pink roses 

surrounding us. -FERDINAND 

 

Wow! So many of our believers below us in marble frames! Doing their human 

things! Sometimes with animals and tools, and on BOTH sides of this doorway! 

Can you count how many humans there are? -ANDROMEDA 

 

This couch is really comfortable, so lovely for lounging on with a pet. Especially 

with a quantity of people below, including a tiny one, and I think some of them 

have ice cream cones. -ANTONINUS 

 

Yeah! Feeling up a fellow angel's hip while they're reading! And there's musical 

accompaniment from more angels! And so many other angels in red and black, 

bet they're sneaking a peek! I wonder how many all together here by the 

Illuminati symbol? -ZECHARIAH 
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Forward! Let's get this procession going. Everyone in order, red capelets first, 

women at the end. All walking must be counted. -AUGUSTINE 

 

Well, this is horrible. I'm covered in drops of blood. These scalloped shells won't 

provide protection from the devices behind me. The number of sharp points on 

the flail have all hurt me. -EDDINGTON 

 

Oh, what a messy place we're in. Crowns, urns, animals, fruit, plants... All mixed 

together, all kinds of colours, together in one blue and yellow frame. The number 

of grape clusters and red strawberries together could be what we want. -

ALEXANDRA 

 

Holding a radiant child that is reaching for you is such a joy, not the least for a 

monk. Even lovelier when the child has a quantity of obvious rays of light shining 

from its head. -GARFUNKEL 

 

Apostles! Look sharp, stand tall if you will, each of us under an arch with 

decorated columns. The floral decorations at each corner should be counted. -

HAMMURABI 

 

Being carried by a saint is wonderful, his robe feels nice to my young hands and 

the branch he has in his other hand smells lovely. There is even a quantity of 

pretty stars in his halo. -BEETHOVEN 

 

Ready! Lions to the left, unicorns to the right on the red background. Sit upright, 

banners raised well above these gardens. Count the shields. -DONATELLO 

 

How awful, a shipwreck. There isn't room in this rowboat for any more people. 

Maybe Mary or her child, who are above us, can help them. There is still a 

number of people left in the water. –FLORENCIA 
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What did the tenor do after getting first place?
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How did the critic describe Queen Elizabeth I’s outfit?
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What type of machine could Betsy Ross have used?
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What did the baby suffer from after eating cantaloupe?
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